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British Violin Concertos
from BBC radio broadcasts of the 1950s

introductory announcement [00:28]

Douglas Coates:  Violin Concerto in D (1934) [25:07]
first movement [15:38]
second movement [04:57]
third movement * [04:32]

Colin Sauer, violin, with the BBC Northern Orchestra
conducted by Sir Charles Groves
Live performance recorded off-air from a broadcast in 1951
* total track length 4.43, including 10 seconds silence

E. J. Moeran: Violin Concerto (1937-41) [33:58]
Allegro moderato [13:29]
Rondo: Vivace - Alla valse burlesca [09:33]
Lento [10:56]

Alfredo Campoli, violin, with the BBC Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Sir Adrian Boult
Live performance recorded off-air from a broadcast in 1954

Total CD duration: [59:46]

Neither of these recordings have previously been commercially published
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Douglas Coates, The Violin Concerto &
The BBC

From the early 1930s the BBC employed an
anonymous panel of expert readers, who were
often leading British composers of the day, whose
job was to read the many unsolicited music
manuscripts that were sent in seeking a broadcast,
and to recommend which should be done and
which not. The reading reports have been
preserved in the BBC Written Archives but for
many years they remained confidential.

However, since they became available for research,
they have provided us with a fascinating window
not only on the works submitted, many by now
forgotten composers, but also on the stylistic and
artistic assumptions of the assessors. While they
often got it right, and occasionally were very
perceptive in agreeing to broadcast what to them
must have been very strange idioms (notably
Boulez in the early 1950s!) they also rejected
many worthwhile works which did not accord
with the un-romantic assumptions of the 1930s,
40s and 50s. Soon afterwards the promotion of
serial music became a major preoccupation.

In this climate it was unlikely that romantically
conceived works, unless by a well-established
name, would be favourably considered, and music
by now familiar composers such as George Lloyd,
John Foulds and even Frank Bridge did not find

favour. Douglas Coates came on the borderline
of this group. His Violin Concerto in D was
accepted in 1945 and eventually received the
broadcast performance recorded here, but it did
not really find favour, and was definitely against
the prevailing aesthetic of the time.

Reading reports survive on his Violin Concerto,
written by the composers Herbert Howells and
Gordon Jacob, and the critic Mosco Carner.
Howells was critical of the orchestration, while
although Gordon Jacob thought it had a ‘good
deal of merit’ finding the ‘solo part is well
conceived throughout’, he also criticised ‘some
dubious passages from the orchestral point of
view’. Mosco Carner recommended it for what
it eventually received, a regional broadcast, and
although he highlighted ‘a number of good things,
such as the opening of the first movement and
the lyrical idea of the second’, he found it tended
‘to become rhapsodic’ (then a term of abuse).
Later there were reports on Coates’ Cello
Concerto, submitted after the performance of the
Violin Concerto, which was rejected out of hand
in July 1952, and a short Sonata for Violin and
Piano submitted in the 1930s which was thought
‘mediocre’ by Aylmer Buesst.

Coates had written his Violin Concerto in 1934,
long before the Moeran Concerto which the
soaring nostalgic opening violin part momentarily
seems to emulate. We have no documentary
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evidence how, although read in 1945, it eventually
came up for performance in 1951. But, in the
context of the new music in 1951, Coates’s
concerto must then have seemed somewhat old
fashioned, even naïve, yet surely music with wide
audience appeal. Part of the problem was the
relative scale of the movements, for while the
first movement [2] is a substantial sonata form
structure ending with an extended cadenza, the
slow movement [3] is a charming but slight
interlude, while the dancing scherzando finale
[4] does not really balance the first movement,
and is formally compromised, ending without a
proper restatement of the opening theme. Yet, in
performance, one has to say it works.

The way BBC music staff could freeze out
someone who did not fit in was still a common
experience even in the 1970s. Reading between
the lines, at Douglas Coates’ great musical moment
– his first and only orchestral performance by the
BBC – after the conductor Charles Groves took
against the piece, particularly picking on the
relative sizes of the movements, Maurice
Johnstone, the BBC’s Head of Music in
Manchester reported that the composer had ‘said
that it was a failure and he would destroy it after
the broadcast’.

Anyone would feel insecure when facing a BBC
orchestra for the first time with their first extended
orchestral work, still unheard. We can only

imagine what they put the nervous composer
through at the rehearsal to make his moment of
triumph turn to dross in the space of three hours.
Did he really destroy it? Certainly the music can
no longer be found. However, whatever happened
to the score, Coates had the present recording
made off air. As we can now hear, when we are
no longer worried that it may be an unfortunate
‘legacy of the past’ as Johnstone called it, we find
it is in fact a charming lyrical score with two
gorgeous romantic themes. Thanks to the
committed playing of the soloist, Colin Sauer,
whose achievements and career are now also
perhaps undervalued, it is surely well worth our
remembrance.

© 2006 Lewis Foreman

Moeran’s Violin Concerto

The Violin Concerto (1937-1941) is without doubt
one of Moeran's finest musical achievements, a
work which truly deserves a place amongst the
great works of history. And yet, while it has not,
like the Coates concerto, suffered the indignity
of almost total loss, its story is one of sorry neglect,
with the only known recording prior to 1979 a
privately cut set of 78's owned by Moeran's friend,
Lionel Hill, recently made available on a CD
transfer. There is only one modern recording in
the catalogue today. One can only speculate at
the different course history might have taken had

an annual season of up to 25 concerts.  Just as
with the recording on this CD, the orchestra
continues to make regular studio recordings for
BBC Radio, some of which are free for the public
to attend. The BBC SO also records for several
commercial labels both in the UK and abroad.

Technical note by Andrew Rose:

“Both of these recordings presented problems
which, at first, seemed insurmountable. The Coates
concerto was taken from acetate 78rpm discs
which were never designed to last for anything
like as long as they have. Each side was damaged
in some respect, either with multiple clicks and
scratches, or with heavy scuffing, or both. My
aim throughout has been to achieve the highest
musical quality whilst keeping surface noise to
an absolute minimum - however in areas of severe
damage the listener may notice occasional sound
degradation.
Similarly with the Moeran - there are sections of
the recording which were severely damaged. In
this case the battle was against a badly degraded
tape recording, taken from a radio broadcast
(complete with assorted line whistles and tones).
There were a number of extended areas of extreme
tape drop-out which at time turned the job into
one of reconstruction as much as restoration.

Normally in cases like this one would immediately
look for alternative sources to work from.

However, both of these recordings are unique -
to the best of our knowledge - and as such this
was not an option.

Nevertheless, they are incredibly valuable
additions to the recorded catalogue, and as such
I trust you will forgive me for any minor blemishes
which may remain audible.”

Remastering by:
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a commercial recording been made during
Moeran's lifetime, with the composer around to
promote it - surely it would now sit beside Elgar's
Concerto in the repertoire.

Moeran began work on his Violin Concerto almost
as soon as the ink was dry on his Symphony, and
it has been suggested that the work is in some
way an answer to the questions raised in that
work. It is certainly much lighter in spirit, a
deliberate evocation of Moeran's beloved west
of Ireland. Many commentators have drawn
comparison with Elgar's Violin Concerto,
suggesting this as a reference piece for the Moeran,
and while there are parallels which one might
draw in detailed analysis, they remain two quite
different works.

The Moeran Concerto has a joy to it, particularly
in the evocation of Puck Fair in the second
movement, a delightful frolic through the sights
and sounds of that most famous of traditional Irish
fairs. This is surrounded by two beautiful evocations
of the landscape around Kenmare, County Kerry,
with the first movement addressing Kenmare Bay,
the last an autumnal scene along Kenmare River.
In all three movements the clouds which gathered
over the Symphony are lifted, and we find Moeran's
personal answer to his demons. The tensions he
builds up here do find resolution, in beauty, scenic
grandeur (although not in the Elgarian sense at
all) and thrilling excitement.

The first movement, Allegro Moderato, [5] creates
an immediate impressionistic picture. With its
soaring solo lines, the violin enters almost
immediately, and completely commands the
movement. The tone is one of exploration, of
powerful scenery, of quiet pools, rushing
waterfalls, high peaks and gentle valleys. Moeran's
musical language is very much his own, with
only a brief incursion of a folk-like melody, and
yet the evocation of that area is near perfect.

From the opening fanfare in the Rondo [6] we're
immediately transported to a different place, and
the soloist introduces us on a merry jig through
the thrills and spills of the fair, with some fabulous
technical fireworks thrown in, and an
unmistakable Irish flavour to the melodies and
rhythms. Moeran's mastery of orchestral textures
and possibilities is brilliant, as he effortlessly
leads us from one scene to another, and one
pictures the freewheeling joy and chaos, the
people, old and young, the merry revellers, and
the quiet corners, the beautiful people he loved
so much. Listen out for what Geoffrey Self
described as the rather tipsy waltz which makes
a brief appearance towards the end of the
movement!

The feeling in the last movement, [7] marked
Lento, is often more of serenity, and although
clouds appear to be gathering at the start of the
movement, small rays of sunlight break through

when he he left to become musical director of the
Bournemouth Municipal Orchestra (Bournemouth
SO from 1954). In 1961 he became musical
director of the Welsh National Opera, then in
1963 was appointed musical director of the Royal
Liverpool PO. From 1967 he combined that
position with associate conductorship of the RPO,
whom he led on a tour of the USA. From 1978
he worked as a guest conductor with many
orchestras in venues around the world.

Groves achieved a high reputation as a devoted
traditional conductor of a wide repertory, refusing
to concentrate on any particular sub-genre. He was
particularly noted for his mastery of large-scale
works, and was the first English conductor to direct
a complete cycle of Mahler symphonies. Like
Boult, he supported British composers and made
many authoritative recordings, particularly of works
by Delius, Vaughan Williams, Sullivan, Jones and
Mathias. Groves was twice made president of the
ISM, and was president of the National Federation
of Music Societies and the National Youth
Orchestra. He was knighted in 1973.

The BBC Northern Orchestra, based in
Manchester, was formed in 1934 from Hallé
Orchestra players as an augmentation of the earlier
Northern Studio Orchestra. It briefly became known
as the BBC Northern Symphony Orchestra, but
since becoming the BBC Philharmonic, has joined
its illustrious London sibling, the BBC SO, amongst

the top orchestras in the UK.  Its conductors over
the years have included Stanford Robinson, Charles
Groves, John Hopkins, George Hurst, Bryden
Thomson, Raymond Leppard, Edward Downes
and Yan Pascal Tortelier. Since the 1950s the
orchestra has given an increasing number of public
concerts in addition to its regular broadcasts; in
1973 it launched an annual series of public concerts
in the Free Trade Hall, Manchester, which gained
a reputation for high quality; these now continue
in the Bridgewater Hall.

The BBC Symphony Orchestra is one of the
UK's leading orchestras. Founded by Adrian Boult
in 1930 it has played a central role at the heart of
British musical life for over 70 years and, as the
flagship orchestra of the BBC is the backbone of
the BBC Proms, making at least a dozen
appearances each year, including the First and
Last Nights.

The BBC SO has a strong commitment to 20th
century and contemporary music and since its
foundation has given the premières of over 1000
works by composers such as Bartók, Britten,
Hindemith, Holst, Stravinsky, Shostakovich and
Vaughan Williams. Each year it continues to give
the world premières of BBC commissions by
many of today's leading composers.

The BBC Symphony Orchestra is Associate
Orchestra of the Barbican in London and performs
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from time to time, sufficient to light the way,
to pick out a path, holding our spirits up for a
resolution of almost heart-rending beauty and
ultimately autumnal tranquility. Here is Moeran's
answer to life's problems, found in the country
landscape he visited again and again, and where
he found the inspiration for so much of his
work.

The performance on this CD was taken from a
live broadcast performance given in 1954. It is
very different to all others, in the way Campoli
takes it as a means of showcasing his virtuosity,
quite unlike the much less dynamic performances
and recordings it has received since. The soloist
wrings out every last drop of romanticism and
transforms the entire Concerto into something
very different, more passionate and soulful, than
is usually the case. Whether the composer would
have approved may be debated, but this uniqueness
of interpretation which in our view is totally
justified by the results, makes this recording,
despite the very limited sound quality available
from the original source, a valuable addition to
the catalogue.

 © 2006 Andrew Rose,
slightly amended by Stephen Sutton

Douglas Marsden Coates was born in Wath-
on-Dearne, Yorkshire in December, 1898. His
father George Marsden Coates (born Sheffield,

28 June 1860) was a musician and composer
who died in 1935. Coates senior held various
posts and was a well-known figure in the South
Yorkshire area. He was organist and choirmaster
at Wath Parish Church from 1880 to 1932, an
extraordinary length of time. He formed Wath
Choral Society in 1883 and conducted them for
15 years, he also founded the Wath Amateur
Operatic Society in 1912, and worked with them
until at least 1929, and he conducted several
other local choral societies around Rotherham
and Barnsley.

His compositions included Elegie for organ,
composed for the funeral of Lady Halifax, for
which he also harmonised the Gregorian Chant
Requiem Mass. He composed music for brass
bands, short light pieces for orchestra (Minuets,
Gavottes etc.), and songs, but none of his output
was published.  George Coates also gave many
organ recitals, programmes for several of which
still exist. His profession was given as “Professor
of Music” but we have not been able to obtain
further details of his professional career.

Douglas Coates inherited a love of, and a talent
for, music from his father, though he never became
a professional musician. Nor indeed, did he ever
have a formal music lesson. He was educated at
the Kilgrimol School for Boys, St. Annes-on-Sea,
Lancashire, and privately.  His first musical post,
at the age of 18, was as Assistant Organist to his

Classical and Romantic works as well as works
by Moeran, Ireland, Bax and Walton; in 1955 he
gave the first performance of Bliss's Violin
Concerto, which was written for him. His
extraordinary beauty of tone and phrasing, often
likened to bel canto singing, was combined with
an impeccable technique and an eloquently
expressive approach to interpretation. A larger-
than-life figure, keen on tennis and bridge and
usually sporting a large cigar, Campoli recorded
for Decca for over 40 years. He died in 1991 at
his home in Berkshire, England.

Sir Adrian Boult (1889-1983) is one of the
greatest figures in 20th century music. He studied
at the Leipzig Conservatory, then in 1914 he joined
the music staff at Covent Garden. In 1918 Holst
asked him to conduct the first performance of The
Planets, at a privately organized concert in Queen's
Hall, London. In 1919 he joined the teaching staff
of the RCM (where he remained until 1930). He
worked with the Ballet Russe, British National
Opera Company, Royal Opera House and regional
opera companies. From 1928 to 1931 he was
musical director of the Bach Choir, and was also
appointed as conductor of the Birmingham Festival
Choral Society, and subsequently as musical
director of the City of Birmingham Orchestra
where he remained until 1930.

In 1930 Boult was appointed music director for
the BBC and asked to form a new orchestra. He

secured the best players and for the next decade
largely met his goal of setting the standard for
English orchestras. He was associate conductor
of the Proms from 1942 to 1950. He immediately
joined the LPO as music director toured both
West Germany and the Soviet Union.

In 1957 Sir Adrian “retired”, but continued to
make many appearances. He went back to the
CBSO in 1959–60 and returned to the RCM to
teach from 1962 to 1966. Boult championed
British music, giving première and repeat
performances, and celebrated recordings, of works
by Elgar, Vaughan Williams, Bax, Walton, Holst,
Delius, Tippett and others. In his BBC days he
had also introduced much new music to London,
with concert performances of Berg's Wozzeck
(1934) and Busoni's Doktor Faust (1937), and
works by Bartók, Stravinsky, Schoenberg, Webern
and American composers. Adrian Boult was
knighted for his services to music in 1937 and
received many other honours. He was almost 90
when he made his final public appearance and
his final recording (of music by Parry) in 1978.

Sir Charles Groves (1915-1992) studied piano
and organ at the RCM. In 1937, while still a
student, he accompanied choral rehearsals of
Brahms's German Requiem under Toscanini; the
following year he joined the BBC as a chorus
master. In 1944 he became conductor of the BBC
Northern Orchestra, a post he held until 1951,
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father at Wath Parish Church (1911-1916),
following which he was appointed to the position
of Organist and Choirmaster at Goldthorpe Parish
Church (near Barnsley). In 1914 he took part,
together with other South Yorkshire artists, in a
War Fund Concert. In February 1920 Coates
became organist of Swinton Parish Church, near
Rotherham, and began to give regular monthly
organ recitals there. These recitals may well have
been quite short, as one consisted of:

Bach: Fugue in D
Londonderry Air (Arr. Archer)
Vaughan Williams: Rhosymedre
Bonnet: Concert Variations

He contributed in other ways to the local musical
scene, for example by playing piano in concerts
and recitals.

In 1923 or 1924 Coates moved to London. This
may have been primarily because of his
professional career as a banker. He worked for
Midland Bank (now HSBC Bank), until his
retirement, and between 1947 and 1950 he
conducted the Midland Bank Choral Society, and
also the Midland Bank Orchestra (1945-1948).
His other conductorship was of the Brentford and
Chiswick Musical Society with which he was
associated from 1948 until at least 1962. During
this period he continued to hold several church
posts in West London.

Douglas Coates composed in various genres.
There was church music of course: at least seven
Masses, several settings of Christmas Carols
including Between the Oxen, The Sheep! So Great,
so Small, The Priest’s Carol, Softly Sleeps the
Baby and The Cherub Carol (published 1971).
Anthems for church use include O Perfect Love
and King of Saints.

For the organ Coates composed Idyll (published
1953), Seven Short Improvisations, (published
1968) and a number of Chorale Preludes.

In the realm of secular music, Coates’ output
included a number of piano and choral works,
including Scherzo: Pip the Yorkshire Terrier
(piano – published 1961), madrigals (The Message
and Greet the May), marches for military and
brass band (Windsor Pageantry and State
Ceremonial) ; also Nativity Pageant for full
orchestra and music (unidentified) for the 1953
Toc H festival.  Coates was also for a time the
Honorary Secretary of the Guild of Church
Musicians. He joined the Royal College of
Organists in 1943, and was made an Associate
(A.R.C.O.) in 1945.

Whilst a number of these relatively small-scale
works were published, his known large-scale
works have been completely neglected, and the
scores have vanished without trace, probably
destroyed by the composer in frustration. These

on both radio and television, and also in Europe
(most especially in Germany) where the Quartet
toured. During his leadership of the Dartington
Quartet, which lasted for over twenty two years,
Colin played the Kustendyke Stradivarius violin
lent to him by the Royal Academy of Music.

Subsequently, Colin played with the world-famous
Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, touring
extensively with them in many countries. He also
led the orchestra on a number of occasions at the
Royal Festival Hall and overseas.

After his marriage to Brenda in 1953, Colin
moved to Devon to take up a post as Senior
Lecturer in Violin and Chamber Music at
Dartington Hall. They have six children, all
musically talented, and for several years, while
all the children lived at home, the family of eight
performed together as an ensemble. The group
gave many recitals in South West England
including a television appearance in which Kathy
Sauer played both violin and piano at the age of
five.

His recollections of the Coates recording are
vague: he recalls that the BBC commission
followed a broadcast performance, also with the
BBC Northern Orchestra and Charles Groves, of
the concerto by Ronald Smith. Subsequently,
Colin played a number of classical concertos with
the various BBC orchestras.

At a time when we are re-discovering copious
numbers of excellent but totally neglected scores
by British 20th-century composers, we can only
be grateful that Colin Sauer and others like him
were prepared to champion scores by lesser-
known composers. The rediscovery of works such
as the Coates concerto can only enrich the overall
musical scene.

Alfredo Campoli was born in Rome in 1906,
both his parents being professional musicians. In
1911 the family moved to London, where Campoli
was taught by his father, and by the time of his
Wigmore Hall début in 1923, he was already
secure in 11 major concertos. Although he
subsequently toured with Melba and Clara Butt,
Campoli turned his attention to light music, and
during the 1930s became a household name for
his many recordings and broadcasts, especially
with his Salon Orchestra.

Usually billed only under his surname, he also
maintained a concert career, and played Paganini's
Concerto in D (arranged by Kreisler) at a
Promenade Concert in 1937. After the Second
World War he returned to the “serious” classics,
and soon established an international reputation.
He made his American début at Carnegie Hall in
1953 and visited Russia twice in 1956, on the
second occasion with the LPO.

Campoli's large repertoire included the major
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include a Violin Sonata, a Cello Concerto, and
the Violin Concerto on this CD. The recording
on this disc is taken from a set of 78rpm
transcription discs, believed to have been made
for the composer, of a live concert broadcast by
the BBC as part of “Orchestral Hour” on 15 March
1951, having been approved for broadcast as early
as 1945. No other performance of any of his major
works is known.

Coates married Gladys Alice Grimshaw on 12
September 1925 at St. John’s Church, Putney,
London. They had one daughter, Margaret (born
1928), who sadly died in 1966. She is survived
by her husband and two adopted children.
Subsequently, in 1964, Coates married Josephine
Domenica Lax, who sang with the professional
choir at St.Cuthbert’s Church.

While his name is all but forgotten by today’s
listeners and music professionals, Douglas Coates
enjoyed, in his own circles, a reputation as an
extremely fine organist and conductor. His music,
traditional and approachable, may have been too
“old-fashioned” for the modernist critics of the
mid twentieth century, but can now be enjoyed
for what it is – tuneful, skilfully constructed and,
up until now, a great omission from the corpus
of English Twentieth-Century music.

Douglas Coates died at Ashfield Hospital,
Stanwell, Middlesex, on 1 February 1974.

Ernest John Moeran was born in 1894. He was
the son of a Norfolk clergyman and was educated
at Uppingham School, where he learnt the violin
and played in a quartet. He entered the RCM in
1913, but his studies were soon interrupted by
war, after which he returned to his old school as
music master, but he soon decided to continue
his studies and worked under John Ireland until
1923.

Moeran’s music subsequently began to receive
public performances. The First Rhapsody for
orchestra was played several times before it was
given by the Hallé Orchestra in 1924 under Harty,
and a series of his programmes was given at the
Wigmore Hall in 1925. His music was dominated
mainly by the influences of Ireland and by the
chromatic resonance of Delius, also incorporating
English folksong melodies. In his early career
Moeran concentrated on shorter works which
seemed to suit his talent. These include the Three
Piano Pieces, the Theme and Variations for piano,
the String Quartet in A minor, the Piano Trio and
the Violin Sonata. Even his two orchestral
Rhapsodies are built from short episodes, and
Moeran felt unable to accept a Symphony
commission in 1924.

Moeran's Delian influence was something he
consciously attempted to rid himself of at the end
of the 1920's - his desire to be shot of the
"mush of Delius-like chords" is first heard in the

little-known Sonata for Two Violins of 1930 and
is heard in its full glory in his outstanding chamber
work, the String Trio (1931). But while his music
has been criticised as being less than individual
- and Moeran’s style had certainly been a mélange
of Delian chromaticism and Vaughan Williams’
bimodality - it is none the less effective for that
and strongly representative of English music of
the period.

Moeran set about expanding his scale of writing,
and the first result was the Symphony in G minor
(1937). First performed in 1938 under Leslie
Heward, this is a truly remarkable work, built
upon folk song tunes and lyrical passages as
before, but with the addition of true thematic
growth in Sibelian style (notably the Symphony
was inspired by nature, as were Sibelius’s major
works), and a noble vigour associated with all
great symphonies.

The more extrovert quality now discovered by
Moeran was best expressed in his Sinfonietta
(1944), whose first and last movements are
described in Grove as “conceived in terms of
sparkling virtuosity with vigorous contrapuntal
writing and luminous orchestration”. But
meanwhile Moeran had completed a work which
perhaps is his greatest (yet neglected) overall
acheivement: the Violin Concerto. The concerto
seems to bring together the meditative, naturalistic
and expressionist style of his early years, and

the more fully developed romantic symphonic
style of maturity. The slightly later Cello Concerto
is a work of some grandeur, including an opening
movement of majestic gloom and a vigorously
intricate rondo finale, rich in material. In contrast
to this rather sombre composition, his final
orchestral work, the Serenade in G, includes
delightful elements of pastiche. By 1950, Moeran
was working on a Second Symphony with bitonal
elements becoming increasingly important in his
writing; sadly it was never finished as he suffered
a fatal heart attack on 1 December, 1950 in his
beloved Kenmare, Co. Kerry. Moeran has always
been overshadowed by his contemporaries, but
in terms of compositional technique and the
sheer beauty of his music, is at least their equal.

Colin Sauer was born in 1924.  As a wartime
evacuee from his home town of Ilford, Essex, he
won a scholarship to the Royal Academy of Music.
He first performed concertos for violin there under
the baton of Sir Henry Wood. He was later
honoured by the R.A.M. when he was awarded
a Fellowship.

Since then he has enjoyed a very long and
successful career in both orchestral and chamber
music. His most important work was in leading
the Dartington String Quartet, founded in 1957,
which quickly became well known in the South
West of England, but before long acquired a
national reputation due to its regular broadcasts








